Part of the Easy Read Patient information pack

Having the Vaccine
Community Service Users
You might have to stand in a queue to wait for
your appointment
This is because there are lots of other people
waiting to have their Vaccine too

The nurse will meet you
The nurse will check your name and address

The nurse will tell you where you need to go

A nurse will ask you some questions
This is to check you are ok to have the Vaccine

A nurse will take you into a room
This is where you will have your Vaccine
There might be other people in the room having
their Vaccine too

The nurse will give you your Vaccine

The Vaccine is an injection in the top of your arm

You must sit very still

The injection does not hurt
 some people do not feel anything
 some people feel a little scratch
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After your Vaccine you will sit in a room for 15
minutes
This is to check that you are ok

Then you can go home

After your Vaccine you might…..

 Have a red mark on your arm where you had
the Vaccine
This will go after a few hours
 Your arm might feel
o A bit sore
o Ache
o Feel heavy or tired
This will go after 1 or 2 days

 Feel sick
This will go after a few hours

 You might get a temperature or feel like you
have got a cold
This will go after 1 or 2 days
c STCP

Taking something like paracetamol might help
you feel a bit better

If you feel poorly or worried after your Vaccine
you can talk to your doctor
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